CPM is pleased to announce that it will offer an integrated high school curriculum (Integrated I-III) that follows the CCSS Appendix A pathway. (Integrated IV will be considered in the future.) The series will be based on CPM’s recently completed traditional high school course sequence (Appendix A’s pathway) titled Core Connections Algebra, Geometry and Algebra 2 (CCA, CCG, & CCA2), ©2013. A draft version (print only) of “Integrated I” will be available for purchase and use for 2013-14 and the finished text—soft bound, hard bound and eBook versions—will be available the following spring for purchase for 2014-15.

CPM plans to bring the courses out one year at a time. This means that sites that use "Integrated I" in draft form in 2013 will have a draft version of "Integrated 2" available for purchase in the fall of 2014. The second course may be finished sooner (i.e., in time for fall 2014), but this cannot be guaranteed at this time. The complete draft version of “Integrated I” will be available for preview in the late fall; volume 1 will be ready for the start of school this August for those who opt to use it, with volume 2 ready by the holidays.

Questions and answers:

Q: What content will the course include?
A: The standards in Appendix A for the "Integrated 1" pathway.

Q: What will the pedagogy/lessons look like?
A: See Core Connections Algebra. About 70% of that course will be in "Integrated 1."

Q: How will integrated courses differ from the traditional high school course sequence?
A: The integrated pathway in Appendix A continues the progression of the conceptual categories so that none of them are absent for a year. Some geometry will move to “Integrated I,” while some functions (primarily quadratics), will move to “Integrated II.”

Q: How do I preview "Integrated 1"?
A: Until the fall of 2013, use the CCA and CCG courses via a two-week eBook preview or ask for a preview DVD to see how concepts are developed, lessons are structured and the mathematical practices are embedded in the lessons of these courses. Send requests to samples@cpm.org. Sample chapters of these courses are also available at www.cpm.org.

Q: What if I want to use the materials for 2013-14?
A: CPM will print soft bound student books (draft versions) for each half of the course.
Chapters 1-6 will be ready by August. Volume 2 will be ready before the holidays. Note that the course will not have sequential online homework help and some of the other support resources until 2014.

Q: What workshop training will be available?
A: Teachers who plan to use the draft version of “Integrated I” should attend a CCA workshop.

Q: What is the cost to use "Integrated 1" for 2013-14?
A: CPM will print student soft bound texts (two volumes), called "draft" versions, with color covers for $12 per set, and printed teacher editions for $85. Schools and districts that use the draft versions of the courses will be grandfathered into the 2013 pricing of the textbooks and eBooks for purchases of Integrated I made in 2014. CPM expects to increase prices for its products in 2014.